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Motivation 
•  Many GCMs exhibit surface warm bias over the SGP 
•  Role of clouds in the creation of the bias unclear 

Conclusions 
•  New methodology to (1) objectively identify whether clouds dominate in the creation of T-bias and (2) find  contribution of each cloud regime pair. 
•  Unique feature is its focus on error-growth at time-step level (more unambiguous than focus on model mean state) 
•  T-bias growth in the MetUM mainly from missing deep clouds in afternoon and too many low clouds in the evening 
•  T-bias growth in the CAM5 mainly from too low albedo and too persistent deep and cirrus-over-low clouds in the evening 

GCMs: 
MetUM and CAM5 run in NWP-mode 
4-day hindcasts 
Analysis period: 
6-week period of the MC3E-campaign 
April-June 2011 
 

Error-growth Attribution at time-step level 

Role of Clouds 

Role of Land-Surface 
Clouds do not dominate the error-growth during morning in both 
GCMs and afternoon in CAM5 

Mean T-bias in 5 CMIP5 GCMs (Ma et al. 2014) 

Composition of biases: 
 
BUT:   
-  Ambiguous to correlate mean time series   
-  Multiple processes could play together 
 
à Composition of T-bias growth per period: 
-  Green box-whisker: Unbiased down-

welling radiation (~ no cloud deficiency) 
-  Red box-whisker: Biased down-welling 

radiation (~ cloud deficiency) 
-  If red-box mean absolute ΔT-bias 

significantly larger than green-box mean: 
 à Dominant cloud effect! 

Clouds dominate the error-growth during afternoon, evening and 
night in MetUM and during evening in CAM5 
 
Which regimes contribute most? 
 
-  12 cloud regimes defined 
-  Based on cloud occurrence at 

 three height-levels 

= GCM  

= Observations 

à Which of the poorly 
captured regimes are 
most responsible for 
the T-bias growth? 

Composition of T-bias by observed-simulated regime pair ij: 

MetUM: deep (7) and low clouds (1) in afternoon and evening respectively 
CAM5:   deep (7) and cirrus-over-low clouds (5) in evening 
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Energy balance for unbiased down-
welling radiation (no cloud issues) 

 

-  CAM5: Too much net surface 
radiation due to too low albedo  
 à T-bias growth afternoon 

-  CAM5, MetUM: too low turbulent 
fluxes morning 
 à T-bias decrease morning 

The “CAUSES” project is a collaboration between GASS and ASR, led by staff at the Met Office and PCMDI.  

Please get in touch 
if you would like to 
participate. 

Correlation of biases: 
 
Diurnal cycle in T-bias  
during 4-day hind-casts 
 
Morning    (07-11LT): T-bias 

 ~ clouds/rad in MetUM, but  
 not in CAM5 

Afternoon (11-19LT): T-bias 
 ~ clouds/rad in MetUM and 
 CAM5 

Evening    (19-01LT): T-bias 
 ~ clouds/rad in MetUM and 
 CAM5 

Night         (01-07LT): T-bias  == 
  

 
  


